
Are your ascenders too long or too short?
Looking at these two different styles with over-long ascenders you have to wonder how they have come about, A
graphologist might have some interesting views! You might have some difficulty curbing the exuberance of
someone who writes like the person who produced the top example. The lower writer, with the curly ascenders,
reacted well to suggestions that simplification was a good idea. Sometimes practising just one word is enough to
sort things out; others may need a sentence or even several sentences. 

Try: ‘The half full black bottle’ or ‘I did little but fly back’.

It is probably more difficult to make alterations to the lower two examples. Both writers have the usual signs of
immaturity in their script and both are making restricted movements with their hand. The first reacted well to
the sequence ‘itl itl’ but you might find that it takes some time before a pupil who writes like this is able to free
up her writing to make a marked alteration when engaged in her everyday work.

The same would apply to the last example which has such a definite and truncated movement. First you would
need to persuade the writer of the advantages of joining up. For someone with straight letters that terminate
with considerable pressure on the baseline it is not easy to relax that pressure and at the same time change
direction to add an exit stroke to a letter. This needs to be sorted out before dealing with the differing heights of
her letters with appropriate sequences then words.

This pupil is a perfect example of the dangers of teaching children print letters, rather than those with exit
strokes. No doubt this writer’s script always appeared neat and she may never even have tried to join up. 
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Are your ascenders too long or too short?

Your ascenders must be long enough for there to be a distinct difference between tall and short letters but not so long
that lines of writing get tangled up with each other.

Long ascenders collide with the line above. Shorter ascenders – more legible writing.

Looped ascenders disrupt the flow of the writing. A simpler movement – clearer more efficient writing.

Ascenders must not get too short. Allow for the three heights of letters. The letter ‘l’ should be taller than ‘t’.

Short ascenders confuse letters such as ‘h’ and ‘n’, or even ‘a’ and ‘d’. These sequences show the difference that adequate ascenders can make.




